IN the Introduction to vol. vi of my edition of Chaucer, at p. lxxxii, I introduced some observations on the natural method of reading English poetry; which, a8 I pointed out in a footnote at p. lxxxiv, were not original, but founded on an anonymous book entitled '' Accent and Rhythm," published at Edinburgh, by Blackwood, in 1888.
. The ordinary books on English prosody recognise this type and no other; but it is easy to show that, as a matter of fact, there are fifteen other equivalent types, making sixteen types in all.
They can be best arranged as follows :-( a ) Four types beginning with two Ascents, viz., aaaaa; aaaet;
1. v-V-. v--V-. 3 . v-V-. --V-.
V-V-. V---.
4. V-V-. *w -V -.
aaeta; aaect.
( 6 ) Four types beginning with an Ascent and an Extension, viz., aetaa ; aetet ; aecta; aecct. No more varieties are possible, as long as the regular type with which we started is strictly adhered to ; but our poets, for the sake of variety, have largely increased the number of available types by slightly departing from the normal type. Of these varieties, the commonest is the well-known one obtained by the substitution of a Cadence for an Ascent in the first accent-group in the line. I need not go into this matter any further at present, I have only to say here, that whenever this license occurs in a line of type 1, I still reckon such a line as belonging to type 1, and as a mere variant of it. It can easily be distinguished by writing some small letter after it; it might, for example, THE SCANSION OF ENGLISH POETRY-PROF. SKEAT. 487 be called la. This enables us to reduce all five-accent lines to sixteen types, which is at least sixteen times as good as the usual method, which reduces them all to one ! I may observe, that I consider the caesura1 pause as taking place, normally, after the fourth syllables in the types 1-4, 9-12 ; and after thejfth syllable in the types 5-8, 13-16. Any variation in the position of the cmsura can easily be observed, and, if desired, indicated by stating the number of the accent-group a t the end of which the cllosura occurs. Its normal place is at the end of the eecond accent-group; but if it occurs at the end of the third accent-group, it can be denoted by placing (3) within marks of parenthesis.
It will now be seen that we hace, under our complete control, a system by which we can most exactly indicate the precise form of any fice-accent line. For example, the very short formula " l a (3) " precisely indicates that the line consists of a Cadence, followed by four Ascents, in which the caesura1 pause occurs a t the end of the third accent-group, i.e. after the sixth syllable; giving caa : aa. It is now perfectly easy to analpe any given poem i n the five-accent metre with a precision hitherto unattainable. I select for the experiment the beautiful poem known as Gray's Elegy, as being of a convenient length. It contains 128 lines, disposed in 32 stanzas, each of four lines. As it may prore of interest to take each stanza by itself, I shall adopt the division by stanzas.
The result of the analysis of stanza 1 is as follows: First line, lO(3); second, 11; third, 14; fourth, 3.
This may be more shortly written in the following form, Viz. :
Similarly, we can express the rest of the stanzas in a very 1.-lO(3). 11. 14. 3. A curious point about type 8 is that it only occurs three times ; and yet in each case the third and fourth accent.groups are run together into one long word of four syllables. The two other examples are lines 9 and 95, viz. :-Save-that from-yonder ivy . mantled tower.
If-chance, by-lonely Contem . plation led.
These lines are very characterietic ; the voice has to be sustained till all four syllables are uttered. Now that we have this exact analysis, it becomes a matter of much interest to discover the types of Terse to which Gray waR especially addicted. Neglecting, for a moment, the varieties due to inversions of the accent or to alterations of the cmura from its normal position, we obtain the following results :- No-more shall-rouse-them . from . their-lowly bed : 20.
Some-heart once-pregnant . with . celestial fire : 46.
And-wastes its-sweetness . on . the-desert air : 56.
And-read their-hist'ry . in . a nation's eyes : 64.
To-quench the-blushes . o f . ingenuous shame : 70.
One-morn I-missed-him . on . the-custom'd hill : 109.
Observe that in every one of the above eight examples the solitary Tone in the middle of the verse bears a very weak accent, and is, in fact, a preposition or a conjunction.
A line of this type is easily analgsed.
I t s chief peculiarity is the presence of a monosyllabic Tone in the middle of the verse, by which it is effectively broken up into three parts. The part that precedes the monosyllable consists of an Ascent and an Extension, which nearly counterbalances the part that follows the same, consisting of an Extension and a Tone. For the longer pause at the end of the line just enables the Tone, standing alone, to balance the Ascent at the beginning. Observe, e g., such lines as these: 13, 15, 16 
,
He also gains variety by altering the position of the csesural pause. Our table shows that the pause occurs after the third group in lines 13, 15, 39, 48, 54, 73, 78, 122 ; whilst in line 93, there are practically two pauses-one after the first group, and one (but a very slight one) after the third group, which consists solely of the slightly accented word of, a word which is brought into prominence by its position between two wholly unaccented syllables. Here, again, are eight variations. So that, after all, although type 6 occurs some twenty-three times, it is slightly varied nine times in o m way, and nine times in another, yet leaving eight examples of the strictly normal type, because lines 15, 73, and 122 are affected doubly.
Beneath those-rugged elms : that-yew-tree's shade : 13. Eich-in his-narrow cell : for-ever laid : 15.
By group I mean accent-group. It is much better than using the misleading word foot, with its absurd classical associations.
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Where-through the-long-drawn aisle : and-fretted vault : 39. Type 3 occurs twenty times ; so we must look at this type also somewhat closely.
The caesura1 pause occurs, normally, after the fourth syllable, and the first part of the line is most regular, consisting of two Ascents; but variety is gained by replacing tho next two Ascents by an Extension aud a Tone, which gives an excellent result. And-leaves the-world to-darkness and to-me : 4. For-them no-more the-blazing hearth shall-burn : 21. Or-climb his-knees the-envied kiss to-shnre : 24. Perhaps in-this neglected spot is-laid : 45. Hbnds-that the-rod of-empire : might have-sway'd : 47. The-threats of-pain and-ruin : to despise : 62.
The-place of-fame and-ele . gy : supply : 82.
For-who to-dumb Forgetful . ness : a-prey : 85.
D6st-in these-lines their-artless talee relate : 94.
The table supplies us with further information on many points. I will only notice one or two. Nor-you, ye-proud, impute to-these the-fault : 37.
Hich-with the-spoils of-time did-ne'er unroll : 50. Full-many a-flower is-born to-blush unseen : 55.
Nor-up the-lawn, nor-at the-wood was-he : 11 2. Approach and-read : for-thou canst-read : the-lay : 115.
Here-rests his-head upon the-lap of-earth : 117. He-gained from-heav'n : 'twas-all he-wished : a friend : 124. I believe it will be found that this type is really uncommon, owing, probably, to the three successive Cadences that precede the final Tone.
LINES OF FOUR ACCENTS.
I now pass on to consider the case of lines that contain only
In this case, the normal line is one of four Ascents, as in four accents, instead of five.
Milton's " L'Allegro," lines 39, 41-To-live with-her and-live with-thee.
To-hear the-lark begin his-flight.
The various types of Terses formed upon this model amount to eight only, but it will be shown presently how, by a sligh't license, they have been increased to sixteen; so that, in fact, this metre, in spite of consisting of shorter lines, has exactly the same number of types as the line of five accents has.
l . w -w -w --.
. u ---w -.
7 . --u e.
2. P w-w-w -. 5. V Y -w-w-1 8. v -w -w -w -.
3.
-w -
/. 6. V-v-w w -.
The eight types are these :-They may also be denoted by the formulae :-1. aaaa; 2. aaet ;
3. aeta ; 4. sect ; 5. etaa ; 6. etet ; 7. ecta ; 8. ecct.
By the simple expedient of dropping the first syllable of the Terse, we obtain eight more types, like the former in all respects, except that the lines hare one syllable less at the beginning :- 11.
-Y Y -w-. 14. Y -w -w -.
They may likewise be denoted by the formulae:-9. taaa; 10. taet; 11. teta; 12. tect; 13. ctaa; 14. ctet; 15. ccta; 16. ccct. The cesura is always a t the end of the second group, except where it is marked with (1) or (3) , to signify its occurrence at the end of the first or third group. As before, the letter a denotes the use of a Cadence for an Ascent in the first foot, and the letter c denotes a like substitution i n the third foot. Grouping the lines by pairs, the In the course, then, of these fifty-eight lines, the following types are employed, each being marked by a number denoting the frequency of its use. This table shows at a glance the careful way in which the poet has perpetually varied his verse, so that, in the course of these fifty-eight lines, he has employed fifteen out of the sixteen possible types. The preponderating types are seen to be Nos. 10 and 11. It would be a long task to show how the methods above indicated may easily be employed for subjecting the scansion of our poets to a far more precise analysis than they have ever yet received. We have here, in fact, a most powerful and minute searchlight which, if well directed, might easily enable us to distinguish the work of one poet from another, and even the work of a poet in a serious mood from that of the same man when in a jocose or pleasant one.
' DACTYLIC ' AND ' ANAPAESTIC ' VERSES.
By way of illustrating the method in another way, I propose to say a few words on dactylic and anapaestic verses, as they are called in almost all textbooks on the subject of prosody. The result is easily seen to be that English verse admits neither dactyl nor anapaest; and that writers have given these wholly inappropriate names to lines which have only the most superficial resemblance to the classical verses with the same name.
A If, on the other hand, we do not run the lines all together after this fashion, then we find that line 2, 'Are emblems of deeds,' etc., actually begins with a weak, short, and unaccented syllable ! The idea of a dactjlic line beginning after such a sort is nothing short of ridiculous. This dilemma has given rise to the gratuitous supposition that English dactIlic verses may contain anapaesk also, and that it makes no difference ! Noreover, 'Are emblems '
is not an anapaest ; and 'Are emb-' is an iambus.
Instead of showing wherein all the fallacy of such notions lies,,it will be a shorter way, and a more profitable one, to scan the lines by a natural instead of au artificial method; and to pause, not at the end of imaginary and non-existent dactyls, but at the end of each accent-group. Scanned thus, the lines are as follows :- Here the accent on the first syllable is extremely slight, and Edgar Poe ie right as far as this, that it forms a sort of connecting link with the preceding line, and has been introduced as a supernumerary or extra syllable which, for practical purposes, does not count; and the introduction of it WAS made much easier by the fact that the preceding line ended in an Ascent, i.e. it terminated with a strong accent, requiring a clear pause; so that tbe preliminary Vhere is, for practical purposes, received into that pause and made easy of utterance.
It thus appears that line 3 really consists of four Extensions, preceded by a lightly accented syllable which docs not interfere with the swing of the verse. This insertion of additional syllables at the beginning of a line is a strongly marked feature of this '. amphibrachic" verse. It requires a good ear and careful handling, or the verse easily becomes lame and clogged. This is readily exemplified by the following experiment.
We have agreed that, in line 3, the accent on There is slight, and the accent on the next word, via. the, is nil; so that line 3. practically begins with two weak syllables, saved from producing discord by the strong accent at the end of line 2.
Let us try the effect of putting two weak syllables at the beginning of line 2 . Instead of A r e emblsnis let us write A r e as emblems. Now read lines 1 and 2 in succession, and the discord is obvious. We get three successive weak syllables together, viz., the .tie in myrlle, the Are, and the as. I will just observe here, that the first practical rule in English poetry is this: Never use three consecutive weak syllables, unless you desire to ruin your verse.
We require, at this point, a new symbol, to designate the syllable Whre. As it is slightly accented, it is a slight Tone ;
it can therefore be denoted, just for the present, by t ' ; where the dash reminds us that the word does not count as forming a true accent-group ; so that the line does not contain Jive strong or primary accents, but only four. I accordingly write it as C. e. e. e. e. In line 4, there are, in the same way, only four accents; though, if it were read as prose, and without a lilt, thcre would be five. Now-mB1t . into . sidness . now-m8dden . to-crime.
By tho lilt of the verse, the slight accent on indo is suppressed, or nearly so ; the four words-Now-milt-in . to-scidness, rapidly pronounced, run into the time of two Extensions, and may be so considered.
With this explanation, line 4 practically becomes e. e. e. a.
Now-m6lt-in . to sPdness . now-midden . to-crime.
I here pause to observe that this frequent suppression of eeconda& accent8 is a strongly marked feature of all English (' amphibrachic " or "extensional" verse.l Sometimes poets are so daring as to neglect, after this manner, accents that come near to being primary; but it is a dangerous thing to do. The line then halts miserably. There are several atrocious examples in the I ' Ingoldsby Legends," where the metre is of less consequence, on account of the burlesque nature of the stories. The student who tries to scan lines honestly will soon discover that some lines can only be scanned on the supposition that a considerable amount of force has to be used to compress them into their proper form. This ie not the fault of the student, but of the author. The ear of some authors is not always all that it should be. Line 5 consists of c. e. e. a.
Kn6w-ye . the-lind-of . the-c&ar. and-vine.
In line 6 we again have to neglect no less than three secondary accents, viz., the accents on Where, ever, and ever; 80 that the line is only conventionally permissible, though it is not on that account to be necessarily condemned. It gives variety, and breaks the long run of extensions. It is meant to be scanned with but four primary accents, viz., C. 8. e. e. a ; but it may be lingeringly read with seven, viz., as C. a. c'. c. a. 0. t, without producing any unpleasant effect.
Where . the-fl6w'rs . Aver. bl6ssom . the-h6ams . Aver . shine.
This may be rapidly uttered, with an approximate suppression of the secondary accents, nearly as follows :-Where . the-fl6w'rs-ev . er bl6ssom . the-bAams-ev, er shine. Where . the-light-minqs . of-zgphyr . opprCssed-with . perfGme Wax-fiint-o'er . the-girdens . of-G61-in . her-bl6om; Where . the-citron . and-blive . are-fkirest . of-frCit, Where . thc-tints-of . the-Qarth-and . the-hGes-of . the-skj, In-c6lour . tho'-viried . i n -b e h t y . may-vie, And . the-p6rple . of-6cean . is-dhepest . in-dfe ; Where . the-virgins . are-s6ft-as , the-r6ses . they-twine, And-611-save . the-spirit . of-min-is . divine ? 'T is . the-clime-of . the-Qast-'t is . the-End-of . the-SGnCan . he-smile-on . such-dgeds-as . his-children . have-d6ne ? Oh-wlld-as . the. Bcccnts . of-16vers' . farewell Are . the-hharts-which . they-b6ar,-and . the-tbles-which . theyten.
19
, And . the-v6ice-of . the-niphtin . gale-never . is-mhte :
10
15
This metre differs widely from the ordinary lines in which the weak and strong syllables are alternate. Without a liberal use of Extensions, such lines can hardly be written at all. Hence the poet is not required t o make one line very different from another. The,Extension is the most melodious of the four English accentgroups, and can longer he tolerated. But too much of it becomes monotonous j and this explains why Byron's introduction contains only nineteen such lincs, after which the metre is changed. One ,device for avoiding monotony in this metre is to employ feminine rimes rather freely, a device not unknown to Mr. Sminburne. Byron employs it above, in lines 1 and 3.
ENGLISH HEXAMETERS.
If, as I have already said, there are neither dactyls nor anapaests in English prosody, it follows that our English hexameters must be conventional. It will easily be guessed, by such as have followed my explanations so far, that the only way to introduce apparent dactyls is to use Extensions freely. But this is not the only difficulty, for it so happens that English not only has no true dactyls, but i t has no true spondees! This difficulty is evaded by the use of Cadences as a substitute for a spondee. Hence it is that such a word as Egypt has been called a spondee. It is really a Cadence, in which the second syllable is long and can be.drawled out; and this is considered as being good enough.
Phil. Trans. 1897-8.
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Moreover, Vergil and others frequently end their lines with a trochee; and this makes a Cadence perfectly acceptable at the end of a line ; a fact which our writers must rejoice in.
For the rest of this paper, I crave indulgence. The subject is one of some difficulty; and I beg leave to remind the reader that, by the nature of the case, he cannot be otherwise than deeply prejudiced against the explanation which I here offer. H e will probably, at first, be somewhat shocked; and, unless he can free himself from preconceived ideas, may perhaps remain so.
Nevertheless, I may as well endeavour to set forth what I believe to be the truth.
Kingsley's hexameters, in his " Andromeda," are a8 good as most ; but they are purely conventional. It is necessary to observe, however, beforehand, that a conventional dactyl can be produced in a very cunning manner, which may easily deceive the unwary.
I n the second line, we have the word Aethiop so used. If pronounced as a trisyllable, it really has two accents, viz., a strong and primary accent on the first syllable, and a weak one, hardly perceptible except t o the skilled observer, on the third. Strictly, then, it consists of a Cadence and a Tone, and could be so used in a verse, if need were. It would even now be permissible, at any rate in a burlesque verse, to say-" Pray take a sword, and straightway lop
The head from yonder Aethiop ! '' But even this is not the whoIe story; there is another point to be observed about this peculiar word. It so happens that the i, before the o, can be sounded as a glide, so that the word, if truly treated as in an ordinary line, really becomes a Cadence; and in this manner the final syllable can be wholly deprived of its stress. I n this view, it is really a spondee rather than a dactyl ; but it may be allowed to be a dactyl by courtesy. I mention this beforehand, because such a word, in true scansion, should be marked as a Cadence. We have excellent authority for this;
for it is used as a Cadence (forming part of an Extension) by Shakespeare. He has :
Juno but an-Ethiope were. (LLL., IV 
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These twenty lines reveal the whole of the secret. As long as the lines are fairly good, they consist of a few Cadences, combined with a large number of Extensions ; the occasional use of a Cadence in the middle of a line produces somewhat of a spondaic effect. The suppression of secondary accents is not offensively frequent.
The normal line is obvious; it consists of a Cadence and five Extensions, simply. Examples occur in lines 3, 4, 6, 7, 9, 13,  17, 18, 19, 20 ; or in ten lines out of twenty.
The chief variety is due to the use of a Cadence for an Extension in the third or fifth group; examples are lines 11, 12, 14, 16. In line 10 an Ascent is employed in the third group, and produces a somewhat similar effect. I n line 15 a Cadence occurs in both of the above-named groups. It should also be noticed that a considerable number of secondary accents occur, which, on the one hand, do not count in the scansion; whilst, on the other hand, a skilful reader will contrive to preserve them.
Longfellow's hexameters are, from the necessity of the case, of a similar character. The first line of "Evangeline" is of the above prevalent type, viz. a Cadence and five ExtensionsThis-is . the-forest . primeval . the-murmur . ing-pines-and .
the-hemlocks.
But Longfellow uses Cadences much more freely, and frequently makes no attempt to give weight to the Cadence's second syllable ; thus, in the first six lines, he has such "spondees" as voices, harpers, and rocky. Thus the fifth line is :
Loud-from its-rocky caverns, the-deep-voiced neighbour . ingocean (c e c e c e).
